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Jan. 13 - Officers arrested a ale
student for Possession of Drug (marijuana) after responding to complaints
of a ustrange odor" in Maple Hall.
After entering the student's donn,
officers noticed that the smell of marijuana grew stronger. The student and
his roommate initially denied having
any association with the drug.
Officers then asked the students to
explain why the smell of marijuana
was coming from their room. The
first said he had smoked earlier that
night and the other told officers he had
smoked in the past, but that was years
ago.
Officers found about 10 grams of
marijuana on the first student.
Jan. 17 - A:. Residential Advisor on
Zink Road called officers to help him
deal with party-goers that had previously been ignoring the RA's complaints/warnings. The end result were
criminal citations for underage drinking for the party's two hosts.
Inside the apartment, officers
noticed a beer pong table,
several bottles of liquor and
many empty beer bottles.
Jan. 17 - WSU police raided
a twenty-first birthday party on Zink

• Minutes from Campus
• Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
• Clubhouse with Pool Table & T.V.
• Private Balcx>ny
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• 24 Hour On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Close to 1-675
• Pets Welcomed
• Co-signer's Welcomed
• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposal
•Walk-In Closets
• Spacious Parking
• Air Conditioning
• C8ble Ready
• High Speed Internet Access
• Certain Units Have Attached
Garages and WID Hookups

re mg up llie event
of noise violations.
After talking with officers a few
minutes, the lone resident of the apartment agreed to let officers search it as
they saw fit.
Officers found an Ohio State
University student hiding in a kitchen
closet. He told officers he was hiding
because he thought people were playing a joke on him by telling him there
were cops at the door.
The Ohio State student was given a
verbal trespassing warning.
Many party-goers exited via the
back door as police arrived. The student who actually lived at the apartment was handed over to Residential
Services.
Jan. 18 -The fraternity banner belonging to Iota Phi Theta was reported
stolen from the Student Union. The
banner had been hanging from the
railing in the atrium.
Howard E. Jefferson Jr.,
president of Iota Phi Theta,
told police the banner was
about 4'x10' in size and
held a value of$175.
Jefferson also
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Snow day? Here's how WSU Contest
decides when to close
open to
II Provost consults police,
highway patrol and other
officials when deciding to
close school
Samantha Naves
naves.4@wright.edu

Wright State closing due to weather conditions
might be compared to a lunar eclipse; seldom people
see one, but eventually one will occur.
Before the decision can be made for campus to
close, the 16,000 students and 2,000 employees of
Wright State are taken into deep consideration.
The information to close WSU is gathered from
the Ohio State Highway Patrol as well as local police
agencies including those of Beavercreek, Fairborn
and Dayton.
After that, the information is given to the provost;
he then consults with the vice president for business
and fiscal affairs along with the vice president for
student affairs and enrollment services.
If for some reason one of these officials is not on
campus that day, the provost will select another official to consult with.
They then determine if classes will be delayed or if
Wright State will cancel classes for the day.
The provost has the final authority to make the
decision to cancel classes or close the university if a
severe winter snow or ice storm could cause a large
amount of students not to come to campus that day.
The decision to cancel events or to close down
the Nutter Center is completely independent from
decisions made for campus. Also, the Nutter Centre
requires different closing procedures.
The decision to close campus will most likely be
made at 5 :00 AM., and will be given to the media to
report.
Students can always log on to Wings Express and
Opt-in for Emergency Notifications via text messaging.
If campus is not closed during severe weather
conditions, the student is responsible for looking into
the weather conditions and deciding whether or not to
travel to Wright State that day.

How to find out
if WSU is closed
Local T.V. tat ions

entries
Karla Manning
mannlng.20@wright.edu

Writers all across campus, as well
as around the world, are invited to
submit their short essay in the Erma
Bombeck Writing Competition now
- through Jan. 31.
The competition, sponsored by the
Washington Centerville Public Library
with the University of Dayton, celebrates the spirit ofBombeck, who was
famous for her humorous columns.
The competition is held every two
years. The 2008 competition drew over
1,400 entries from 22 countries and 47
states.
There are two categories in the
competition: Humor and Human
Interest. Essays must be 450 words or
~· fewer and previously unpublished.
One Dayton-area winner and one
global winner will win cash prizes
in each of the categories as well as
registration into the Erma Bombeck
Writer's Workshop, held at UD.
All winning essays will be published in the Dayton Daily News as
well as on Washington Centerville
Public Library's website.
Entries for the competition must
be submitted through the online form
on Washington Centerville Public
Library~s website before midnight on
Jan. 31. There is no entry fee and no
age restrictions to participate.
To access online entry forms and
complete competition guidelines or to
view the panel of judges, visit www.
wclibrary.info/erma.

WDTN, Channel 2
WHIO, Channel 7
WKEF, Channel 22
WGRT, Channel 45

Local Radio Stations
WDHT 102.9
WDKF 94.5
WRNB92.1
WLQT99.9

Safety escort no longer run by WSU
Allison Lewis
Lewis.167@wright.edu

The WSU Police Department
replaced their vans and hired outside
drivers for their safety escort service.
"The police department used two
6 passenger vans for the safety escort
van service for several years," said
Wendy Chetcuti, Special Programs Coordinator for WSU Police Department.
"In recent years the vans have had
more and more mechanical problems.
"During Winter Quarter 2009 one
van had complete engine failure. With
one no longer in operation and the
other needing major mechanical attention the decision was made to look for
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other options for transporting students
and to and from Lot 20 as this is a an
invaluable service to the campus community."
Numerous people from different
university departments including Parking and Transportation Services and
the Finance Department helped the
police departmen~ decide to replace
the two 6 passengers vans with one 12
passenger van.
The WSU Police Department is
still in charge of the safety escort van
service. Ohio Entertainment Security
was chosen to provide drivers for the van because the department feels it is
not be safe for students to drive such a
large van," said Chetcuti.

the

Ohio Entertain Security provides
drivers for the safety escort van service
because those at the company have a
good relationship with the university
and often provide services to the Nutter Center and Residence Services.
"WSU Student Patrol Officers
drove·safety escort vans in the past.
They will not be driving the 12 passenger van due to its size. However,
the police department hasn't released
anyone from employment. We have
made some reduction in the hours
each students work, but it is my goal
to keep students employed with the
department for as long as they wish,"
said Chetcuti.
Students patrol officers lock and
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unlock doors on campus daily as well
as provide walking safety escorts on
main campus from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Monday through Sunday
The safety escort van service will be
provided on the same schedule as past
quarters. The van runs from 10 p.m.
to 3 a.m. Monday through Thursday
and 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. Fridays through
Sundays.
Chetcuti's job requires her to coordinate with Ohio Entertainment Security to provide the safety escort van
service. Anyone who has a question
or complaint about the service should
call 775-2498 or e-mail at wsupolice@
wright.edu. Anyone in need of a walking safety escort should call 775-2111.
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"Casablan

The Guardian staff decided to share
some of their favorite classic movies
with you. Ten movies we felt everyone
should see were reviewed, covering
several genres.
Stay tuned and read the reviews
for ''Breakfast at Tiffany's," "Casablanca," "Twelve Angry Men," "Night
of the Living Dead,'' "His Girl Friday," ''Robin Hood," "East of Eden,"
"Miller's Crossing," "Unforgiven" and
"West Side Story."

"Unforg·1ven

,,

The 1938 version
· o fR o b.m Hood
was one of the most expensive (at $2
million) and most celebrated early action movies of all time. The first threestrip Technicolor film that Warner
Brothers made, it was nominated for
four Academy Awards and contained
one of the most accomplished casts of
its decade. Errol Film as Robin Hood
and Olivia de Havilland as Marion
became the model by which the next
Robin Hood movie were based on;
it also contained a cast of celebrated
character actors like Claude Rains
(Prince John), Basil Rathbone (Sir Guy
of Gisboum) and Alan Hale (Little
John).
"Robin Hood" holds its own among
modem-period action movies by the
force of its actors~ performance and
the sheer magnitude of the movie.
It's a sweeping adventure that takes
the viewer from Sherwood Forest to
fairy-tale castles. Though it lacks the
non-stop action of today's movies,
its well-written dialogue and charming characters appeal to viewers who
want more than just explosions and car
chases.

"Night of the Living
Dead"
Released 1968
Rating: Unrated
Run Time: 1 hour, 36 minutes
"Night of the Living Dead" was released in 1968 and directed by legendary :filmmaker George A. Romero. It
was one of the first zombie movies to
make it big in the movie industry.
The film is based on a zombie
apocalypse that has swept across the
nation. Several people meet up, work
together, try to stay alive and fight off
bloodthirsty zombies.
"Night of the Living Dead" is a
frightening movie, especially considering the movie technology at the time
it was made. If you want to see one
of the classic zombie movies, see this
one.

"Breakfast at
Tiffany's"
Released 1961
Rating: Not Rated
Run Time: 1 hour, 54 minutes

"East of Eden"

James Dean's often overlooked role
after "Rebel Without A Cause" (both
released in 1955) is considered as his
finest. Dean was nominated for the
Best Actor in a Leading Role by the .
Academy Awards posthumously (the
first in its history) and the film earned
one Academy Award of Best Supporting Actress. A tale of revenge, family
dynamics and love, "East of Eden" is
Dean's most-overlooked role.
Dean plays the conflicted younger
brother, Cal, trying to earn his. father's
love in the shadow of his older brother.
In the process of trying to earn his
father's love, finding and confronting
his prostitute mother for leaving the .
family and reconciling his love for his
brother's girlfriend, this move keeps
the viewer sucked into the family
drama.

"Wesf Side Story"

"West Side Story" has talented actors and singers. Natalie Wood is the
brightest star. It debuted in 1961 and
was a winner of 10 Oscar Awards ·and
nominated for one more, according to
Imdb.com.
The film is about two rival gangs,
called the Sharks and the Jets. It is a
story about two people falling in love
amid fighting and turmoil, based on
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"His Girl Friday"
Released 1940
Rating: Not Rated
Run Time: 1 hour, 32
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"Miller' S Crossing
Released 1990
Rating: R
Run Time: 1 hour, 55 minutes

"Miller's Crossing" was written
by Joel and Ethan Coen. Though n~t
nominated for any Oscars, the movie
was nominated for an Artios casting
award because of the high caliber of its
cast. The cast includes Gabriel Byrne,
Marcia Gay Harden, John Turturro and
Albert Finney, among others.
Tom Reagan, played by Byrne, is
an advisor to a crime boss during the
Prohibition period in America. He attempts to play the role of peacemaker
and finds himself in the middle of the
resulting events. The dialogue is outstanding and the movie is one that you
probably will have to watch more than
once to catch all of the subtleties.

Released 1957
Rating: Not Rated
Run Time: 1hour,36 minutes
A timeless story of the pursuit of
justice. The film is based on a play
by Reginald Rose. Rose also wrote
the screenplay. It was nominated
for three Oscars, but surprisingly
did not win any.
The twelve angry men are jurors
in a murder trial and eleven of them
are pushing for a quick verdict of
guilty so they can return to their
normal everyday lives. The talented
cast includes Henry Fonda, E.G.
Marshall, and Jack Warden.
The movie was remade in 1997.
You should watch this version.

Editor's Note
All movie titles were chosen by the
Guardian's Editorial Board. Films that
are not rated were either made before
November 1, 1968, when the MPAA
started rating movies, or they are independent films that were not submitted
for rating. Films with no rating may
not be suitable for all ages. Enjoy.

"His Girl Friday" stars the irresistible Cary Grant in one ofhis·most
hilarious roles ever. Walter Burns,
(Grant) a Chicago newspaper editor,

i

star reporter Hildy Johnson (Rosalind
Russell). She begins by telling him
that she is engaged to another man.
However he isn't ready to let her go
just yet. It is then that the antics begin
and she is drawn into a web of events
that spark her journalistic side in hopes
of one last big story. It is an enjoy~ble
film that will bring a smile to your
face.
,,

"12 Angry Men"

"Breakfast at Tiffany's," starring
Audrey Hepburn, was a risky undertaking at the time. The movie por-trays the high-end escort business in
a way that hadn't been done before.
Holly Golightly (Hepburn) is a loveable, scatter-brained gold digger who
intrigues her new neighbor writer Paul
Varjak (George Peppard). She has a
fascination with Tiffany's jewelry store
and visits there in order to get rid of
what she calls the "mean reds."
.B oth Paul and Holly live off the
wealthier people in their lives. One of
the best scenes of the movie is a cocktail party thrown in Holly's apartment.
The director wanted it to be as real as
possible and so he filmed the guests
as though they were actually at a party
without any planned events. The scene
turned out brilliantly. "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" is a romantic comedy that
will make you fall in love with Audrey
Hepburn.

Released 19 55
Rating: Not Rated
Run Time: 1 hour, 55 minutes

Released 1961
Rating: Not rated
Run Time: 2 hours, 32 minutes

w

"Casablanca" is one of the most
quoted movies of all time. Released
in 1943 as a romantic drama, legendary stars Humprey Bogart and Ingrid
Bergman play the two main characters, Rick Blane and Ilsa, respectively.
The movie takes place in 1942, a time
when many were trying to escape from
the Nazis. "Casablanca" wasth e 1as t
stop for refugees before fleeing to the
United States.
Rick, an American expatriate who
runs one of the most popular nightclubs in town, is a loner whose life
seems to be going fine until Ilsa, his
ex-lover who left him heartbroken,
walks into his club. It is then that he
delivers one of the most memorable
quotes, "Of all the gin joints, in al~ the
towns in all the world, she walks mto
mine.'~ As the Nazis creep closer, Rick
is forced to make a tough decision between his own happiness and the well
being of others.

Released 1938
Rating: Not rated
Run Time: 1 hour, 42 minutes

"Unforgiven" is a cowboy movie
Clint Eastwood directs and stars in.
The cast includes Oscar winners Gene
Hackman and Morgan Freeman. The
movie won four Oscar Awards and was
nominated for another five, according
to Imdb.com.
The movie is about three cowboys
on a mission to assassinate two men
· who have bounties on their head. "Unforgiven" is a classic cowboy iilm with
a moral message. It is full action and
inspired acting.

w

Released 1942
Rating: Not Rated
Run Time: 1 hour, 42 minut,es

"The Adventure s of
Robin Hood"

Released 1992
Rating: R
Run Time: 2 hours, 11 minutes

w
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Shakaspeare Romeo and Juliet.
If you are a fan of musical dramas,
you'll definitely enjoy "West Side
Story." It has a great mix of-action,
drama and music.
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'Someday' R. T. will get his due
Jeff Strobbe
strobbe.2@wright.edu

Pick any of the songs on this CD
and you stand a good chance of thinking that Rob Thomas wrote it specifically for you. He did.
"Who is reviewing the Rob Thomas
album?" asked fellow editor Andy
Sedlak in a recent editor's meeting.
"I am," I said.
"That's an amazing album," he said.
"Rob Thomas does not get the credit
he is due."
I think he wishes he had thought of
it first.
I like the songs on this album so
much that I am going to provide lyrics
from songs for you to interpret for
yourselves. This CD subtly slaps you
in the mind.
Rob Thomas is as much a poet as
he is a songwriter. He uses the fearlessness of poetry and applies it to
his craft. He is not afraid to make you
think, and he takes a stand without bullying you. Alt his lines are not heavy,
but all are there for a reason.
"Having all the answers never
helped me out none," says Thomas in
"Real World 09." I will leave it up to
you to decide what he means.

I have not even mentioned his
talents as a composer. You will rock,
dance and maybe even cry when you
hear this CD. Rob Thomas is a musical
chameleon. He can be whatever color
he chooses.
My personal favorite is the keyboards on 'Someday." Rob Thomas
makes the piano seem like the mother
of all instruments. Thomas' music
always fits his lyrics. ·
l give the CD, "Cradlesong," four
thumbs up. The album is magic. It
takes your mind on a journey.
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pARENTS' WEEKEND· FEBRUARY 12 • 14, 2010
Want to say thanks to those who raised you and now support you in your
quest for higher education? Nominate them for the

Wright State University
Parent of the Year!

The Office of Student Support Services is accepting nominations.
The process is simple~ just fill out the form available in the Office
of Student Support Services, 022 Student Union or via the website
www.wright.edu/parents/weekend> and tell us in 500 words or less
why your nominee desetves this prestigious honor. A selection
committee will screen essays and all nominations will receive a
certificate of recognition. Award recipients will be honored
during the Parents> Weekend Brunch on Sunday, Febmary 14,
2010.
Nominations and essays are due Monday, Januan 25th, 2010 by 5:00 p.m.
in the Office of Student Support Services, 022 Student Union.
lfyou have any questions, contact Barb Allbright or Katie Deedrick in the
Office of Student Support Services at 775-3749.
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For some unknown reason Rob Thomas never seems to get the credit he deserves. Whether
it is for his work with Matchbox 20 or his solo work, he always seems to get short changed.
You will not be shortchanged in buying this album. It is a thought provoking album that will
touch you on many levels. It will seem that he wrote the music on Cradlesong just for you.

Speakers bridge gap
between religions
Andy Badii
badii.2@wright.edu

Those interested in Abrahamic
faiths received their fill last Wednesday in the Russ Engineering Building
at the "Looking at Ourselves, Looking
at Islam" lecture.
The talk focused mainly on Islam,
but also involved Christianity.
"Islam and Christianity are both
Abrahamic faiths," said L. Carl
Brown, a Princeton University professor who spoke at the event. "Islam is
part of the entire world, not only the
Middle East. Indonesia and India are
the two countries that have the highest population of Muslims, and they
are not in the Middle East. Along with
those countries, the United States has a
lot of people who practice the Islamic
faith."
Brown has written several books on
the lecture's topic, Islam and politics,
and drew from them during his presentation.
The event's other speaker, Musa
Shteiwi, the 2010 Fulbright Visiting
Specialist at WSU, offered his own
perspective on Islam.
"There is not just one Islamic state.
Even though Islam is one religion, every country is different," Shteiwi said.
He also spoke about different con-
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flicts between members of the Islamic
faith, such as the one between Sunnis
and Shiites.
"It is not so much religion as it is
politics," he said. "Both sides are competing at the ballot boxes."
Shteiwi is from the University
of Jordan in Amman, Jordan, and is
an expert in sociology and he has
researched democracy and political
movements in the Middle East.
Attendees included people from
Pakistan, Kuwait and the United
States.
For more information on Abrahamic faiths, visit the Abrahamic Faiths
Peacemaking Initiative at Abrahamicfaithspeacemaking.com. AFPI
identifies itself as "American clergy
and religious activists who advocate
peacemaking."
"Abrahamic faiths emphasize the
interdependence of peace and justice, making justice integral to our
understanding of peace. Peace flows
naturally from justice, just as enmity,
violence and war flow natura11y from
injustice. In order to affect meaningful
peace where enmity and violence have
been, one must first establish justice;
in order to maintain peace, one must
safeguard justice," according to the
group's Web site.
com

Editorial: 'The Blues Brothers'
is the greatest film of all time
Andy Sedlak
sedlak.4@wright.edu

"Citizen Kane" can sit on a duck.
"The Blues Brothers" is the greatest
film of all time.
Name me another movie that falls
under the super-genre comedy/musical/action/adventure/buddy movie/
character study/satire/fantasy/crime.
Tell me it's not a comedy. The
movie was directed by the legendary
John Landis ("Animal House") and
produced by Robert K. Weis ("Tommy
Boy"). The late John Belushi and Dan
Aykroyd, as Jake and Elwood Blues
respectively, were at the top of their
games at the time of the film's release
in 1980.
Years earlier, they championed a
comedic revolution as original cast
members of"Saturday Night Live",
but they really cut their teeth in the
Chicago improvisation group Second
City. Second City spawned not only
Belushi and Aykroyd, but later Bill
Murray, Chris Farley and Steve Carell.
The movie probably has more
music then most musicals, with choreographed numbers and background
music that propels each scene.
The car chases are more theatrical
than "The Nutcracker". Among others,
performances by James Brown, Cab
Calloway, Aretha Franklin and Ray
Charles crystallize the film's appreciation for old musical souls.
Car crashes, S.W.A.T. teams, National Guardsmen, horse-moun ed of-

ficers and neo-Nazis
are all given screen
time.
The producers
actually purchased
an empty California
mall, dolled it up to
resemble an actual
mall, and ordered
three po 1ice cars
(plus the Bluesmobile) to reduce it
all to rubble. The
movie's budget was
north of $25 million.
These things spell
A-C-T-I-0-N.
Tell me it's not an
adventure movie as
the two men attempt
to round up their old
bandmates for one
last gig.
This grandiose journey moves the
brothers from the south of Chicago to
the big stage, with pit stops in seedy
motel bars, soul kitchens and country
bunkers. Their whole mission is for
the Lord. It's poetic, really.
Friendship is at the heart of the
tale; this is the ultimate buddy movie
and character study. Jake takes lead
on most of the songs but Elwood's
harmonica solos hardly leave him as
second fiddle. They bicker in the car
and they hug in the mud; brotherhood
prevails.
The film's satire is clear when the
honky-tonk waitress tells Jake and

Elwood the bar plays both types of
music: country and western.
Just try to tell me this is not a fantasy film. The Bluesmobile has powers
with Elwood at the wheel. The vehicle
flips, flops and does triple-axels.
Why? Because it's special, that's
why. In the original screenplay, Aykroyd even wrote a scene depicting the
brothers locking the car up in a special
vault, recharging the Ford's supernatural abilities.
You're completely wrong if you
think "Blues Brothers" isn't a crime
film. The brothers continually evade
arrest by manipulating the police.
They steal, they cheat, they con.
Just ask Police Chief John Candy

Letter to the Editor
After reading the article in October 21,
2009 issue regarding the answers to all
of our parking questions, I was relatively
satisfied that, come winter quarter, things
would be much better.
According to the parking director, things
would get better after the first half of fall
quarter as students spent less time on
campus.
It is now two weeks into winter quarter
and parking is as bad as ever. I'm sure
other students join me in drooling over the
rows of empty staff and faculty parking
that are available in the afternoons while
students engage in games of chicken over
parking spots that may very well be in a
different zip code than the campus.
Even worse is the low-grade stalking
that occurs as opportunist motorists follow
students at a crawl as they walk to their
cars.
An easy solution is to change the rules
on some staff and faculty parking in the
afternoon. Many of these spaces sit empty.
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(brilliant casting, by the way). The
Blues Brothers are two of the most storied bandits in the history of cinema.
The film could have turned into a
franchise. A sequel was in preproduction when Belushi died in 1982.
About a third of the way through
the film, the brothers are trying to
coax their former band members into
regrouping for one last gig.
Jake's sales pitch red-lines when he
asks, "Who here at this table can honestly say that they played any finer or
felt any better than they did when they
were with the Blues Brothers?"
The question endures and the answer's simple: Not me, baby.

Editorial Policy
The Guardian encourages letters to the

For example, from the hours of 1:00 pm
editor and commentary pieces from
to 5 :00 pm a certain block of spots that are
students, faculty, administrators and
normally reserved for staff or faculty can be
staff.
used by students that pay extra for this new
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address, dayhybrid pass.
time phone, major and class standing (i
This is the same price discrimination that
applicable).
movie theaters use for senior citizens and stu•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
dents who may have less disposable income
the Friday preceeding the next issue.
than the general public to fill seats.
•Letters should be kept to 500 words or
If commuter students are willing to pay a
less.
premium for the possibility to use spots that
•All letters are subject to editing for
are empty anyway at certain times during the
space and content.
day, then what is the downside?
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted.
I don't know for sure how many faculty
•When responding to another letter,
and staff spots stay empty in the afternoon,
refer to the date and headline.
but it is an empirical question that administra•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
tors could easily find the answer to.
not be used.
Taking this step will also let students know
•The Suard·an reserves the rigpt to
that the administration is at least trying to
se:Pi
ters
solve the parking problem and understand our
concerns.

o on 1ne at
theguardiaonline.com
tomorrow and check
out our new video
series called "Really,
Wright State?''.
Two of our senior editors address
the things at Wright
State that annoy
them. Send your
beefs with WSU to
reallywrightstate@
gmaiLcom and see if
they get featured in the
video series.

-Greg Murphy
murphy. 74@wright.edu
the
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RIGHT EXI TO CAMPU !

1300 Cimarron Circle
(Off of Zink Rd.)
Fairborn,OH 45324

(937) 431-8160
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Raiders frustrated in Wisconsin
II WSU drops to

fourth in League
standings with back·
-to-back road losses
Clint Davis
davis.398@wright.edu

The Raiders hate the Badger State.
The Wright State men's basketball
team came home from their annual trip
to Wisconsin with their heart broken
again.
Two last-minute losses will do that
to a squad.
Green Bay (13-6, 6-2 Horizon
League) was the team's first stop and it
was clutch free throws that sent them
back to the bus.
Despite a game-high 20-point ·
performance from Vaughn Duggins,
the Raiders would fall 68-66 to the
Phoenix last Thursday.
Wright State had a four-point advantage at the half but would eventually fall closely behind as time wound
down.
Duggins nailed a pressure three
with 22.4 seconds left to tie the game
at 66 but that would be the final Raider
points of the contest.
It was Green Bay forward Randy
Berry who was sent to the foul line
with under a second to play that would
seal the game up. Berry sunk his two
game-winning freebies, going an
unconscious 100% shooting from the

stripe and the field in the game.
However, the Raiders didn't have
any time to dwell on the loss, as they
were due in Milwaukee less than 48
hours later for another Horizon League
game with the Panthers.
.
It would take more than forty-minutes to decide this one, as Wright State
forced an extra period with a late-game
rally.
With ten minutes to play, WSU
faced a nine-point deficit but with help
from guard Troy Tabler and forward
Ronnie Thomas, they evened things up
as regulation ended.
Milwaukee (11-8, 3-4) owned over- ·
time, going 2-2 from beyond the arc
and hitting eight free throws compared
to Wright State's 1-8 and three free
throws.
The Raiders fell 67-61 at the U.S.
Cellular Arena when the final buzzer
' sounded.
Tabler led the team, dropping 18
points, all threes from the bench.
Wright State ( 11-8, 4-4) is now
fourth in league rankings and can't
afford more close road losses, for their
sanity's sake. The loss to Green Bay
marked their fourth road defeat by less
than three points this season.
This road trip also marked the thirdstraight winless trip to the Dairy State,
the territory that seems to have Head
Coach Brad Brownell's number.
The Raiders wrap up their road
swing this Saturday against Detroit at
2p.m.
At least it's not Wisconsin.
Raider guard N'Gai Evans scored only seven total points in the tough trip last weekend.

Tennis brothers nationally ranked
Anthony Smerk
smerk.2@wright.edu

The Intercollegiate Tennis Association has given two Raider players
something to be proud of.
The first recorded National ranking
in WSU Raider men's tennis history.
Landon and Evan Neuman, brothers from Lima, are ranked 39 of the
top 60 doubles teams in the nation.
"Out of over 300 schools who compete, some having at least two to three
teams each, some bigger schools having four, this is something to be proud
of," said Head Coach Sean McCaffrey.
Recording 3-0 in doubles pairs
during their fall season, junior Landon
and freshman Evan are not to be taken
lightly in the coming season.
Thinking he was going to be the one
to break the good news to the boys after practice one day, McCaffrey asked
the duo how their day was going.
After a brief chat with them he
learned that they already knew about
the ITA ranking, but didn't want it to
interrupt practice.
"Humbled, reserved, and very low
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The Neuman brothers, Landon (right) and Evan own a 3-0 record during the 2009 fall slate.
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key" is how McCaffrey described the
boys reaction to the news.
"The Neuman brothers know that its
early in the season to make a big deal
out of it, but the ITA ranking are what
all collegiate tennis players follow,"
said Assistant Tennis Coach Daniel
Munsey.
He continued to say that, "The boys
look at this achievement as something
that helps build our program, but they
don't want it to overshadow what the
team is doing, that's just how they
are."
The ranking also shows a tip of the
cap to smaller schools by the ITA,
making Wright State one of only eight
non-BCS schools appearing on the list.
The team will be traveling to East
Lansing, Michigan this weekend to
take on the Spartans of Michigan
State, with their first match getting
under way at 3 p.m.
The Raider men's tennis team opens
their 2010 home court campaign on
Friday, February 5 vs. Kennesaw State
at the courts right next to Nischwitz
Staidum.
com

Wom en find no com fort at hom e
LaShawna Thomas who had a quiet
night for the Green and Gold would
put in a two point basket to cut the
lead but the Ramblers used their bench
After a month-long hiatus from
climb to a 17 point lead with 7:33
to
the
thing
only
the
home,
playing at
. left in the contest.
Nutter Center had to offer the Green
The Green a~d Gold suddenly
and Gold was a 4-0 lead on Thursday
made a surge; Thomas would hit back
night and a lead at halftime on Saturto back layups, one off of a Richardday.
son turnover to cut the lead to 51-36
Losing two key games against LoyLoyola.
ola and UIC, the Raiders now stand at
With 33 seconds to go in the game,
play.
league
in
5-10 overall and 1-4
the Green and Gold mustered a comeThursday night, the Raiders fought
back using a full court press defense,
their way back after trailing at halftime
Paige Lowe who was open all night
25-17.
long hit her only shot of the game, a
The game started off on a high note
three point basket to tie the game 56as sophomore star Molly Fox took the
56 and send the game into overtime.
opening tip-off, the Raiders would
The Ramblers would outscore the
mark
18:58
the
at
points
first
score the
Raiders 7-0 in overtime and get the
in the game.
win. Richardson would lead WSU with
The Green and Gold would lead
13 points and 10 rebounds.
up to the 14:23 mark when Monica
"This loss affects us mentally, we
Albano of Loyola would drain a three
. didn't communicate well on defense,
point basket to break the 4-4 deadlock
we need to execute on everything and
and put the Ramblers ahead 7-4.
on defense so we can get a
prepare
answer
would
Fox and the Raiders
win", said Richardson.
right back with a layup to cut their
Free throws seemed to be the differdeficit to 7-6.
ence as the two missed in the first half
The Green and Gold hung with the
were costly to WSU. ·
Raiders until 5: 11 left in the opening
"That was the story right there, you
half, that's when the Ramblers would
win many games if you don't
can't
to
complete a 6-0 run and force WSU
free throw shots," said head
your
hit
a timeout.
coach Bridgette Williams.
Coming out of the timeout, Erica
The Green and Gold were also outRichardson made a layup and was
scored 25-5 in bench points.
fouled but missed the free throw, the
Saturday proved to be another
Green and Gold would go 0-2 in the
instance of turnovers lost, the UIC
opening half in free throws while
Flames would score 25 points off of
Loyola went 4-4.
WSU turnovers.
the
for
again
strike
would
Albano
"Our turnovers were horrendous,"
Ramblers sinking another three to give
said Williams.
the Ramblers the 25-17 halftime edge.
The Flames went on a 21-9 second
It was raining threes all night for
half run and never looked back getting
the Ramblers they came out tQ.e second
the best of the Gr~en and Gold 57-47.
half led by Keisha Collins of Loyola,
Richardson led the Green and Gold
28-17.
up
opening the game now

Andy Armstrong
armstrong.69@wright.edu

next to last, only above Youngstown
State, in Horizon League standings.
"Our focus is we want to try and
get some road wins and complete less
turnovers," said Williams.

once again with 13 points and nine
rebounds.
WSU travels to Butler this Thursday for a 7 p.m. contest, they must do
something quickly because they are

Paige Lowe,s numbers are small this year, as she,s averaging only 2.3 points per game.

Hoc key team hosts toug h team
II Struggling club
team wins second
game of 2009-10
season, but not ·
before falling twice
Drew Simon
simon.26@wright.edu

Wright State hockey Coach Chris Sands was confident with his team's
chances when Robert Morris College
came to the Kettering Recreation Center for two games this past weekend.
Robert Morris College, a top ten
team in the American Collegiate Hockey Association division two central
division, plays out of the Chicago area
and has recent victories over Michigan
and Iowa.
"We will need to focus on team [de-
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fense] and eliminate as many scoring
chances as possible and capitalize on
our opportunities," said Sands of his
game plan for the weekend series.
Friday night did not go exactly as
Sands had planned as the Maroon
Eagles posted three goals in the first
period.
The Raiders did not let their first
period faults get in the way however,
as 58 seconds into the second period
Shane Garan netted the first goal for
the Raiders with the help of Corey
Cohoon.
Less than three minutes later Chris
Dehays scored the second goal for the
Raiders with assist from Garan and
Cohoon, bringing the Raiders to within
one goal.
Fatigue set in for Wright State midway through the second period and the
Maroon Eagles added two more goals.·
"The second period we played a
little bit more aggressive, and I think
we ran out of gas," said Sands.

the

Curt Owen attempted to breathe life
into the Raiders with his goal at 11 :45
of the second period.
The Maroon Eagles had a different plan, as they would add two more
goals in the third period to give them
a 7-3 lead, a score that would become
·
final.
The highlight of the game came
with 3:44 left in the third period,
when Raider Andrew Gregorovic and
Maroon Eagle Ed Chisholm dropped
the gloves.
The fight brought both players to
the ice and three officials were needed
to separate the two competitor~. Both
and Chisholm received
Gregorovic
fighting penalties as well _ _ _ _ _ _
as game disqualifications, resulting in both
men becoming ineli- ·
gible for the Saturday's
contest.
"It's one thing to
defend yourself, but
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you've also got recognize the situation," said Sands. "Unless a guy is trying to hurt you, the last fight shouldn't
have [taken] place."
The two teams met again Saturday
evening. The Raiders lost that game
7-2.
Eastern Kentucky also visited the
Kettering Recreation Center on Monday; a game the Raiders won 6-1.
Wright State, now 2-21 overall this
season, now hosts two home games
at the Kettering Recreation Center on
Friday, Jan 22 at 9:40 p.m. and Saturday, Jan 23 at 4:40 p.m. when Purdue
University comes to town for a weekend series.
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Apartments for Rents
Minutes from Wright State
1,2,3 bedrooms. ·
Call 937-626-9718
FOR RENT

Campus Crest Apartments (Forest Lane)
closest proximity to campus! Apartments for rent. Two bedrooms starting
at $675. Contact (937) 427-8837 or fax
(937) 426-1906

Therapy Cafe rent us for private parties
and events. Unlike any other venue in
Dayton. Very beautiful, great sound and
nice price. 937-626-4455after12noon.

Quick Cross
Down

Across:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Macintosh Software
Office 2008 for Macintosh .............................................$48
MacOS X 10.6 Snow Leopard Upgrade .......................$29
ilife or iWork '09 for Macintosh ....................................$45
Final Cut Express 4 for Macintosh ................................$75
Parallels - Run Windows on Your Mac .........................$40
VMware Fusion - Run Windows on Your Mac ..............$33
Adobe Photoshop Extended CS4 ...............................$179
Adobe CS4 Design Premium ...................................... $299
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Somewhat wet
Pistol pointer
Forest clearing
Actress Mullally
Ain't correct

Down:
Volcanic fluid
Alberta NHLer
JPEG or bitmap file
Family car
Sen. Lott

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Have Questions?
Call the Ca TS Help Desk al 775-4827
or send an email to helpdesk@wright.edu

Windows Software
Office 2007 Pro Plus for Windows ................................ $48
Visio 2007 Pro ..............................................................$55
Windows 7 Pro Upgrade Special Price- Umited Time Only! .. $30
One Note 2007 .............................................................$15
Adobe Acrobat Pro 9 ....................................................$65
Adobe Photoshop Extended CS4 ............................... $179
·Adobe CS4 Design Premium ...................................... $299

www.wrlght.edu

/software
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Check out the comfort and convenience of on-campus
housing at one of our Open Houses:

Monday, January 25

Tuesday, January 26

Go online to www.wright.edu/go/roomselection
to select the community where you want to live.

Room Retention and Room Selection begin
in February.

G.tAestioW\S?
Contact the Office of
Residence Services at
1-866-WSU-HOME or

(937) 775-4172.

Wright State University Housing

lNW~.lNright.e~u/go/ oomselection
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